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—“that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.”

VOL,. IV,___________

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JUNE 13. 1834.
; elixir vit» from the polluted water of a stagnant lake, as we
I expect to find among the things below, the bliss of our undy
ing spirits. God never put it into them, and nothing can be
more to us than God intended it—Beaumont.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. RIVERS, PRINTER.

From the Western Christian Advocate.
M USINGS.
O can it he! Shall I behold Thy face in glory?
Shall I stand before the throne
"Midst countless gncs, like me, redeem’d,
And wash’d in blood divine? And
Shall I look upon the Lamb in glory crown’d?
Shall I gaze upon those wounds of love,
Which Thou for my transgressions didst receive?
And shall I with the ransom’d join
To sing salvation’s hymn of praise,
To Him who loved us, and who freely gav.
His precious life a ransom for us,
While yet we sinners were?
Shall 1 pass along the shining ranks
Of the redeem’d, and meet
A brother here, a sister there,
And now, with joy unutterable, embrace
My parents? Saved, saved forever!
O, what strains of praise so high
But they shall hurst from my enraptured soul.
To Thee, to Thee, thrice holy Lamb,
Tho praise shall all be given.
Thou, Thou alone art worthy,
O my Redeemer, now I feel the flame
Of love, rising from this poor heart;
But pants my soul to he quite swallow’d up
In love to Thee. Sure inncli the soul
For whom the Son of (rod hath died,
Arid rose, and bought the glories
Of the heavenly world, should love.
O shall I faint, or languish by the way,
With joys so mighty, hopes so exalted.
Motives so glorious in my view?
O what though toil and suffering shall be min.
While in this hostile world I roam?
What though 1 drink deep of aflliction’s cup.
And feel affection’s sweetest ties
By death are rent asunder? yet—
Hallelujah! This is not
My everlasting home, and soon I too
Shall hid adieu to Earth.
Rest from all toil is found in Heaven.
Pain is a stranger there, and tears are wiped away.
Those who loved the Saviour here,
Shall love together there, with
An eternal love. Their union once begun
Shall never, never be dissolved.
Angels! ye never felt the ruins of the fall,
Ye never wept for sin, nor felt the joysof^pardon.
*T was not for you, ye glorious ones,
The Man of sorrows died.
But listen, and confess the mysteries
Of that love ye cannot comprehend.
O! know that He, to whom your just
And rightful homage ye do pay;
He, He hath died for me!
I the purchase am of His most precious blood j
Ye do well to praise the King of Glory
For “creating goodness,” but I for evtr in glory!
I do sing “redeeming love.”
Cincinnati, April 26, 1831.
Anna.

III. Christis a pear, which whoever hath, can never be
poor, and which whoever wants can never he rich. Christ's
riches are so many, they cannot he numbered; they are so pre
1 cious, they cannot be valued; they are so great, they cannot he
measured.—Dyer.

THOUGHTS 1-OIt THE WEEK.
• The words of the wise are as goads, and as nails fastened by the masters
of asseni'dies, which arc gieen from one shepherd."

For the Gambier Observer.
NUMBER II.

I. The commendation of a bad thing is its shortness, of a
good thing its continuance; it were happiness for the lost, if
their torments knew end, ’tis happier for the saints that tl eir
joys are eternal. If man that is born of a woman, be full of
misery, ’tjs well that he hath but a short time to live: if his
life be a walk of pain, ’tis a blessing that his days are but a
•pan long. Happy misery that ends in joy: happv joys that
know no end : happy end that dissolves to eternity.— Warwick.
II. As well might the chemist look for the philosopher’s
•tone among the dust of the streets, or hope to elaborate the

-

IV. The path to glory carries us along the brink of a pre
cipice, at whose base the flames of everlasting punishment rage
in all their fury.—It. IFuZson.

j V. The mind is like a rocking stone; a baby hand may set
i it in motion, hut the might of the mighty cannot readily bring
j it to rest—A Reed.
VI. He that hath tasted the bitterness of sin, will fear to
commit it; and he that hath felt the sweetness of mercy will
fear to offend it.— Ckarnock.

I

VII.
“ Time is eternity;
Pregnant with all eternity can give,
Pregnant with all that makes archangels smile.—
Who murders time, lie crushes in the birth
A pow’r ethereal, only not adored.”—Young.
MISSION A U Y.

From the Churchman.
: A FEW HINTS TO EPISCOPALIANS ON THE
SUBJECT OF MISSIONARY EFFORTS.

Mr. Editor.— /\t a late public meeting of the
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions, one of the speakers paid a high compli
ment to the Episcopal Church. Whether it was
designed or unintentional, it was worthy of notice:
and a brief, but imperfect repetition of it, through
the columns of the Churchman, will do no harm.
For while, on the part of the speaker, it was a
becoming tribute to our beloved Church, her ad
mirable institutions and incomparable Liturgy, it
conveyed a deserved though gentle, rebuke to us,
as Churchmen, for our neglect of those privileges
which we enjoy. The subject of the remarks to
which I allude, was prayer for the spread of the
Gospel, and the success of the Missionary enter
prise. The speaker, as he was referring in an elo
quent manner to the tendency of devotion to the
Missionary work, in promoting charity and a spirit
of forbearance among Christians, thus Noticed
with much feeling the names of two servants of
Christ, whose memory will ever be dear to Epis
copalians, and revered by all who Jove the Lord
Jesus in sincerity. “Who,” said he, “ ever loved
the sainted Martyn less, because be was consecra
ted to the Missionary work by the hands of a good
man called a bishop ? or who has less affection for
the memory of the glorious Heber, because lie
prayed with his Liturgy?” Soon after this, ad
verting to the monthly concert of prayer for
Missions, which has Jong been observed by seve
ral denominations of Christians, he made the fol
lowing remarks, which, in such a connexion, seem
ed hardly accidental. “ It seems as if the sweet
singer of Israel had, by a prophetic anticipation,
written a form of prayer expressly for our use in
these days of Missionary enterprise ; a prayer, of
all others, the most suitable that we could have
for our monthly concert.” He then quoted at
length the 67th Psalm; and as he repeated that
animating and very devotional Psalm, which has
so long formed a part of the daily service of our
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Church, I could not avoid asking myself, why we
have let our brethren of other denominations so
far outstrip us in corresponding to such a prayer?
I speak now of this country alone, I am well
aware how much the venerable Church of Eng
land has done in the woik of evangelizing the
world. Of the missionary labors of that Church,
our own is, indeed, a living and glorious proof.
Yet it seems to me an interesting and important
question for our consideration, why the Episco
palians of this country arc so far behind the spirit
of the Prayer book in missionary effort. True it
is, the idea of the meaning of the 67th Psalm
was by no means a novel one. Doubtless, there
are many among us, who, as they join in the sup
plication, “God be merciful unto us, and bless
us, and show us the light of his countenance,”
never lift up the hearty response, “ that thy way
may be known upon earth, thy saving health
among all nations,” without a secret and search
ing thought, that they are thus pledging them
selves in all the solemnity of prayer, in the very
temple of God, to do all that he puts it in their
power to do, to send the Gospel to every crea
ture. Yet the question recurs, and it is a solemn
one—Have not we, as Episcopalians, greatly
abused the high privileges which we possess, in our
incomparable Liturgy, and grievously slighted the
continual calls to missionary effort in behalf of
the Heathen, with which our daily service is fill
ed ? It may safely he asserted, that no other de
nomination of Christians have the work of evan
gelizing the world brought before them oftener
than it is presented to us in the service which we
profess to love, and in those Scriptures which wo
profess to believe and obey. And none pray
more for the spread of the Gospel, than a sincere
and devoted congregation of Episcopalians.
How often does the minister open the religious
worship of the sabbath with the glorious announce
ment of the prophet Malachi. “ From the rising
of the sun even unto the going down of the same,
my name shall be great among the Gentiles; and
in every place incense shall be offered unto my
name, and a pure offering; for my name shall be
great among the Heathen, saith the Lord of
hosts.” Beside the prayers for the universal dif
fusion of pure and undefiied religion, which we
have in the Litany in the prayer for all conditions
of men, in the prayer for the whole state of
Christ’s Church militant, and in several of the
collects, the subject of missions to the Heathen
or in other words, the worship of God among the
Heathen, which is yet to be brought about by the
instrumentality of Christians, forms the burden of
three of those beautiful and animating hymns
which follow the lessons. The portions of Scrip
ture for the first lesson, too, are, for a good part
of the Sundays of the whole year, taken from the
prophecies, and especially from those which re
late to the triumphs of the Redeemer’s kingdom
upon the earth; not to mention the frequent re
petitions of the precepts and commands of the
Gospel in relation' to the subject of missions, in
those portions of the New Testament which are
always read to our congregations.
I forbear further to pursue the inquiry why we
have not manifested by our labors more of that
missionary spirit which pervades our precious Lit
urgy. I have often thought, when contemplating
this subject, that a person competent to the work
could do great service to the cause of missions.
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by writing u short and interesting tract upon the ' ceremony; but they would not allow us to look I before Him; for his mercies are truly great,
missionary character of the Prayer-book, for cir-! in the second room, which caused us to try ano-} There is a great error abroad concerning China, in
culation among the members of our Communion. , ,her method. The house standing on the side of a spiritual point of view. No country of Asia rul
I need not spend time here in proving that a hill, the hack part of it was sufficiently low to ed by native princes is so easy of access. 1 am now
there is sufficient ground for these observations look into the room; and by uncovering a little of writing a work against the three prevailing super
in the great disproportion between Episcopalians the root, which was done by putting aside a hand stitions of China, and hope to follow this by an
and some other denominations, in the number of ful of grass, we had a full view into their temple Essay on the Trinity. Both will be printed at Canmissionaries now in actual service at home as well About ten or twelve men had prostrated them-j ton, and are intended for China itself. Be not
as abroad, and in the amount of contributions to selves before the idol, which stood in a corner of discouraged, dear brother. Though I stand quite
those benevolent societies, which each has under the room. When they observed that they were alone, and have to fight with Leviathan, God will
its own control, for the diffusion of religion.— discovered, they were in the greatest confusion; not forsake me. Be of good cheer; the inmost
Nor is it necessary for me to trace the bearing of j and the door which they said could not be open recesses of the celestial empire will be visited by
these observations upon the excellent plan of; ed, was then immediately opened, and we could the glorious Gospel.
“ Besides the missionary voyage along the whole
monthly missionary meetings, which was lately j walk in without resistance: the mere view was
recommended by the Executive Committee of our enough to fill the mind with horror. The large coast, (which will require as many hooks as we
idol actually represented the devil, with a blood have distributed from the establishment of the
General Missionary Society.
I have only to add my humble hope, that the stained face and two horns; before him stood a Chinese mission until now,) I intend to make a tour,
time is not far distant, when every member of our water pot, half filled with the blood of animals 'witha parly of travellers, upon the river Yang Tzdt
Church will be so well instructed in the practical that were sacrificed to him. In another corner of j Keang, through the whole of Central China, up to
missionary doctrine of our Liturgy, and so imbued the room weresmaller idols and greegrees(charms)' Thibet and Bengal. The matter is as practicable
with its evangelical spirit, that while we pray, say lying and hanging, in great numbers; and fowls { as a voyage from Rio to Batavia. My xvhole heart
ing, “Goo be merciful unto us and bless us, that which were sacrificed to them were lying in their i is set upon the xvork. If the Saviour grant me grace
thy way may he known upon earth, thy saving blood on the floor of the room. When the peo I shall labor to the last; and may my last breath
health among all nations," we may remember that ple saw that their god was disgraced they became be a prayer in behalf of China’s salvation.”
we are God’s servants to make known his name to very calm, and listened attentively while Mr.
'I’lie following is extracted from a letter of Mr. Bridgman
the Heathen, and may go and do accordingly.— Metzger read and explained Psalm 115; but they dated Canton, Nov, 11, 1838.
•Then will the Lord he jealous for His land, and would not have him pray in their house.
All your inquiries in behalf of the Bible and
You see by this single instance, that darkness
pity His people, and then shall we escape the
Tract societies shall be answered, and
, your in
curse which is written against them that come s‘ill covers the place where the gospel has been,
executed as speedily as possible. 1 heir
not up to the help of the Lord against the mighty. preached for a great length of time, and that your ' struc,l,,ns
servants are still in conflict with the actual wor appropriations were no doubt dictated by Him,
shippers of Satan; not to mention the troubles who knows the wants of the heathen, and whose
MISSION OF THE CIIURCH MISSIONARY SO
they have to sustain from time to time, from those good pleasure it is that the Gospel he published
CIETY IN WEST AFRICA.
who are, indeed, no worsippers of Satan, but are, to them. These appropriations have come in good
The state of the congregation and schools in notwithstanding, employed in Ins service, Assist ' t',ne> as
following notes from Afa will abun
connection with the mission is regarded by the us with your prayers, that we may stand, and may dantly testily. The first was written October 9,
missionaries as, on the whole', improving—though have strength to conquer by the sxvord of the 1833.
the progress is slow and there are many discou Spirit, xvhich is the xvord of God. I must beg
“ Yesterday,” says he, “ I went into the streets
ragements. Rev. F. J. Schon, missionary at Kissey, your kind indulgence for dwelling so largely upon with a fellow-disciple, Achang. and we took with
in Sierra, makes the following remarks respecting the last subject. Being the first scene of the us two boxes of books for distribution among the
the Continuance of Idol-Worship.— As it re kind which 1 have witnessed, it could not fail literary graduates, [about 21,000 of whom were
gards those who are still addicted to idolatry, and to engage all my attention.— Missionary Herald. then present at the examination in this city.J In
are aliens from the commonxvealth of Israel and stran
the space of an hour we distributed sixty sett
gers from the covenants of promise having no hope,
(180 vols.) of the Scripture Lessons; eighty sett
CHINA.
and xvilhoul God in the world, living under the de The following interesting intelligence respecting Chinn, is (720 vols.) of the “ Good Works to admonish the
lusions of Satan, and serving their idols, I had no from the'Inte report of the American Tract Society.—Episco Age.” All the graduates (to whom hooks were
opportunity of becoming acquainted with them pal HccurJer.
given) received them with extreme joy and glad
From the millions of China, Divine Providence ness. I have now 100 sets (300 vols.) of the first
and their manner of worshipping, for a considera
ble time, though I was assured that multitudes of seems to have been lifting the curtain that hid kind and somewhat more than 200 sets (1,800 vols.)
them were living within the town. A few days from us their true condition, and bidding us to of the second; but at this rate of distribution,
*
ago, however, an opportunity afforded itself, bv look in upon a new world to be converted to Christ. they
will not ■last more than three or four days;
which I at once saw the detestable character of To it the eyes of the Churches are now turned and, alas! where shall we obtain such a number of
idolatry. A number of people, from 30 to GO, of with an interest and ardor of expectation, that holy hooks of the Gospel as are now required
both sexes, assembled in and near a house situat has had no parallel in previous years. The count for distribution. Had we 10,000 copies, in three
ed on a hill opposite to the house in which I am less number of’ the population to which one writ months they might all he distributed.’’
living. I considered their drumming and shout ten language extends, estimated by Dr. Morrison
Both this and the following were mere private
ing as a challenge, and did not hesitate to face ! at more than one-third of the population of the globe ; notes, simple statements of what he had been do
them. When approaching the house, they said the diversity of that language from all others, as ing. Two days subseqently, Oct. 9 ,he wrote the
to each other, “Minister come! minister come!” if formed by another order of beings; the pre second which is as follows:—“Yesterday I went
and all drumming and shouting abated.—Coining dominant influence of the press, compared with into the streets with two fellow disciples’ and we
" “
* 103 sets (300 vols.) of the Scripture
near to the place where they were sitting, one of other agencies, as a means of influencing the pub- distributed
them took hold of the bridle of my horse, say lie mind, there being no such thing aspublic preach Lessons, and IGO sets (1,440 vols.) of the ‘ Good
ing, “Tabu massaI tabu massa!” He probably ing, and all religions being diffused mainly by the Works to admonish the Age.’ I have now only
thought my horse would die if he should touch press, conversation, and schools; the supposed im 130 sets of the latter and the former are all gone.
the ground which was tabued. I asked what they pregnable wall disappearing before the Christian While distributing the hooks, yesterday, the liter
were doing. They replied, “ Nothing, nothing;1 mtrepedity of Gutziaff, and the impetuous thou ati received them with great joy and gladness,
we only have dinner heie.” I said that their cry- , sands crowding upon him for books,—show us a There were also a great many tradesmen, who
ing, “tabu tabu,” gave me to understand that they field too promising almost of good to a perishing came to ask for books; and there were some,
were worshipping idols; and that I had come to i world for our weak faith to account it real. Yet who when they received only a single set of tho
tell them of the only true God, whom alone they ; these statements are confirmed on the best author Scripture Lessons, were displeased because they
Ought to worship. After 1 had spoken to them J ity ; and the committee sec no course of duty but could obtain no more. There were many who
a little while on the folly and abomination of idol to act upon them, trusting in the Lord.
came a second time, in order to receive Several
atry, a woman cried, “One person sick.” From J [ 1 he report contains here a very valuable let sets. And there were a few, who when they had
this I learnt that all these things were intended ter from Dr. Morrison, written to enquiries pro obtained the books went away and sold them. A
to make the person well : and therefore told posed by the Corresponding Secretary; and nu vast number of persons came to ask for the Scrip
them that their idols could not restore health; merous facts respecting Chinese printing; particu ture Lessons; but alas, we had not a great many
that it was only in the power of God to do it. I ! larly Rev. Mr. Dyer’s enquiries, as to the practi books to give to the whole multitude. If it
begged them to allow me to look into the house, cability of printing in Chinese from metalic move- should seem desirable now to print more of the
but they would not; and when I attempted to able type.]
Lessons we can consult and determine on tho
look in without permission, they were enraged;
On the third of September, Gutziaff was three measure immediately, and have many thousandi
so that I did not persist but left them. Several orfour hundred miles in the interior from Canton; printed without delay. This opportunity (the ex
persons followed me, saying, “Minister say true;” and thus wrote to Rev. Mr. Medhurst, missionary aminations) of distributing books to multitudes, I
and a woman, laughing cried, “ Minister say in Java:—
think is the favoured time when our Lord and
country fashion nothing, country fashion nothing;”
“Here is a wide door opened. I have travers- Saviour will open a wide way for the Gospel, and
but I do not know whether she approved of what ed large tracts of country, with boxes of books, allow us without molestation, to scatter widely the
I said, or accused me of irreligion. As soon as 1 and had only to regret that I could not have the holy books of the joyful sound that the souls of
had reached my house they began their work anew, pleasure of distributing them; for the people fair men may be saved.”
and their number was increased. Toward even-j ly robbed me of every volume, such was the eager
On the day after he wrote this note he went
ing the Rev. G. W. E. Metzger and I went to, ness with which they seized upon them. I l?ave again into the streets and distributed the remain
tbetn« and entered the first room without much j much cause for praise to God, and to lie prostrate
der of his “Good Works to admonish the Age.”
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These latter are his own tracts, and will by and know the time of the day, I must noiv teach you
by be translated for the Tract Society.—Missiona how to find out the time of your life.”
ry Herald.
All this was strange to me; so I waited rather
impatiently to hear how mv father would explain
RELIGIOUS.
it, for I wanted sadly to go to my marbles.
“The Bible, * said he “describes the years of man
A SHORT SERMON.
Ito be three score and ten, or four score years.
Ttxt: Jud, i. 9.
Now life is very uncertain, and you may not live
THE LORl/s MINISTERS MOURN.
j a single day longer; but f we divide the four score
Where, and why?—Where? In those places, years of an old man’s life into twelve parts,
where the spirit of Christian benevolence is yet like the dial of a clock, it will allow almost seven
asleep—where the people have not yet practical I years for every figure. When a boy is seven years
ly learned that it is more blessed to give than 1 old, then it is one o'clock of his life, and this is the
to receive—where they honor not the Lord with case with you; when you arrive at fourteen years,
their substance, and with the first fruits of all their it will be two o'clock with you; and when at
increase—where they feel not that the silver, and twenty-one years, it will be three o'clock, should
the cattle upon a thousand hills belong to God, and it please God thus to spare your life. In this manthey are only his stewards. There the Lord’s j ner you may always know the time of your life,
ministers mourn, and lie all night in sackcloth.
j and looking at the clock may, perhaps, remind
Why ? Because the harvest of thejidd is perish , you of it. My great grandfather, according to
ed. The vine is dried up, mid the fig-tree languish- his calculation, died at twelve o’clock; my grand
eth; the pomegranate tree, the palm tree also, and I father at eleven, and my father at ten. At what
the apple tree, even all the trees of the field are with ! hour you and I shall die, Humphrey, is only known
ered away from the sons of men. Because the meat- (to him to who n all things are known.”
offering, and the drink offering is withholden from
Never since then have I heard the inquiry,
the house of our God, The people thought to grow i “ What o’clock is it?” nor do I think that I have
rich by robbing God; hut have learned by painful 1 even looked at the face of a clock, without being
experience that there is that withholdeth more than reminded of the words of my father.
is meet, but it tendeth to poverty. Had they lion
1 know not, my friends, what o'clock it may be
ored thd Son with their substance, so would their with you, hut I know very well what time it is with
hams have been filled with plenty, and their press myself; and that if I mean to do any thing in this
es have burst out with new wine. So had they world, which, hitherto, I have neglected, it is high
been prosperous, and happy. So had they learn time to set about it. The words of my father
ed that the blessing of the Lord maketh rich, and has given a solemnity to the dial plate of a clock,
addeth no sorrow. But now that the frost has laid which it never would perhaps have possessed in
its icy hand on the fields, and the drought has fol my estimation, if these words had not been spoken.
lowed to glean the remaining vestiges of life, no Look about you, my friends, I earnestly entreat
wonder that the minister's soul is like the unstrung ! you, and now and then ask yourselves what o’clock
harp. No wonder he mourns, when the sinews of j is it with you.
—
his hopes are cut—when a night of spiritual death
From the London Christian Guardian.
broods over his people, because they honor not
NARATIVE OF A 1»I(,U§ VILLAGER.
God.
Two Remarks.— I. If a minister would be hap
There is a peculiar sweetness in the epithet
py, and have a happy prosperous people, let him given by an apostle to the pious poor, “ the bro
encourageamong them aspirit of benevolence. I.et i ther of low degree,” and the exhortation that folhim remind I hem of the history of the Jews—how, I lows is strikingly appropriate to express the effect
when they brought all the tithes into the store which the gospel produces on the minds of that
house—when they cherished and manifested a j class of Christians, let him “rejoice in that he is
spirit of liberality, they were invariably blessed. \exalted." For it is surprising to observe, that as
Their flocks were fat, and flourishing. Their fields ! soon as divine grace enters the soul of one of the
were loaded with plenty—their basket and their J very lowest grade of society, it not oniy produ
store were full. They were happy. But no soon ces that great change of heart and conduct which
er did they become covetous, and withheld their ‘is the ordinary characteristic of its work, but it
offerings, titan blasting, mildew, pestilence, and ! also softens down the asperities and enlarges the
death followed. Let him point to those congre ! faculties of the rudest and most neglected mind.
gations that are distinguished for their liberality— ' It exalts him at once to a superior stand in socieand ask why such are blessed both temporally and j ty, and endows him with a degree of intelligence
spiritually; while those not thus distinguished are and cultivation of which he seemed before to be
bleak and barren as the mountains of Gilboa! In utterly incapable.*
the one, the people pay promptly the merchant,
It was my lot, about two years ago, to pass a
the mechanic and the minister. In the other, they month in a small hamlet in Yorkshire, beauti
either have not the means, or want the disposition. fully situated dn the banks of a fine river, bedded
2. Let individuals and congregations learn the with deep woods, and surrounded in the distance
true secret of getting rich. Not by laying up by the variegated slope of richly cultivated wolds.
money, but by laving it out. Not by crowding Many a happy hour did I spend, wandering among
the storehouse, but by casting the bread on the these rich spread varieties of divine beneficence
waters. Not by loaning on interest to a neighbor, and love, nowand then calling in at the scattered
but by lending to the Lord. Prov. 19. 77. He j cottages of the poor, or visiting the bed-side of
that hath pity on the poor lendeth unto the Lord; j some sick villager; and in that lonely hamlet there
and that xvhich he hath given tv ill he pay him again. j were not wanting those who, in their humble walk
Who can ask for better security, a better paymas ! of life, adorned and rejoiced in the blessings of
ter, or better interest! I would rather hold such I that gospel, so emphatically called the gospel of
a note than be heir to a kingdom.—Cincinnati Jour. the poor.
Secluded from and unknown to the Christian
OBSERVATIONS OF OI.D HUMPHREY ON TIME.
world, they seemed, as it were, to belong to that
When I was a young lad, my fatherone day call “seven thousand in Israel,” whom the despond
ed me to him that he might teach me how to know ing prophet knew not of, hut whose unstained
what o'clock it was. He told me the use of the and faithful walk had long been marked by the
minute finger and the hour hand, and described approving eve of their Father in heaven. And
to me the figures on the dial plate, until I was though, as Keeble beautifudy expresses it,
pretty perfect in my part.
—Lrtve’s R flower that will not die,
No sooner was I quite master of this additional
For lack of leafy screen,
knowledge than I set off scampering to join my
And Christian hope can cheer the eye
companions, at a game at marbles; hut my father
That ne’er saw vernal green.
called me back again: “Stop, Humphrey,”said he,
* It is evident that this expression of the Apostle “he is
“1 have something else to say to you.”
Back again I went, wondering what else I had exalted," originally refers to those noble effects of the gospel
whereby the humblest helievei is exalted to “fdhneship with
got to learn, for I thought I knew all about the the saints in light,’ to he an “ heir with God, and joint heir
clock, quite as well as my father did.
with Christ.” I only adopt it here as applicable in a lower
“ Humphrey, ’ said he, “1 have taught you to sense to this peculiar effect of divine grace.
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Yet the retired life of a pious villager is doubt
less peculiarly favourable to foster that simplicity
of character which is such a rare but engaging
fruit of the Holy Spirit.
In one of my walks I sometimes noticed a little
lonely cottage, half-hid in a range of fir-trees
which skirted the grounds of a gentleman of for*
tune. I had been deterred from calling there by
reports which I had heard concerning its inmates.
The man indeed, a hind on the estate, bore an ex
cellent character, but his wife, who was evidently
much disliked in the village, was said to be all but
deranged; and as he was very seldom at home,
being employed in the fields most of the day, I
suffered for some time this slightly-grounded pre
judice to deter me from paying a visit to the cot
tage. How careful ought we to be against tho
inroads which an unjust and hastily conceived
bias will often make on brotherly love and Chris
tian charity ! At length, however, one fine noon
in March, accompanied by a friend, I went. The
husband, a fine looking young man, had just re
turned from his work, and was sitting down to his
simple meal; his little girl was on his knee, ano
ther child lay in a cradle beside him, and his wife
sitting opposite, with a Bible on her knee, was
reading a chapter of St. John aloud, while her
husband ate his dinner; every thing in the apart
ment bore the appearance of cleanliness anil com
fort, and a more engaging, more interesting scene
I have seldom witnessed. They rose and welcom
ed us kindly, and on conversing with them, we
found that it was their custom as he went so ear
ly to his work as to hinder the possibility of their
joining together in morning worship, to have
family prayers every noon and evening; and as
he was only allowed to be absent one hour from
the field even at that time she used to read the
chapter to him while he dined, and then they both
knelt together and offered up their simple heart
felt sacrifice at the throne of grace. Surely God
was the God of this family. The remainder of
the narrative will show that he proved so.
From that time forward there was no walk to
me so interesting as that to T's. cottage. Many
a precious chapter have we enjoyed, and many a
sweet conversation have we held together. One
day especially I found him getting his dinner
alone, as his wife was at market. ‘Oh,’ sa'd he,
‘I was just thinking how null this hour passed
without my chapter!’ (for lie could not read,)
‘ Many a time,’ continued he, ‘have I thanked
God for giving me a wife that could read the Bi
ble to me and above all that could help her poor
ignorant husband on the way to heaven.’ I found
that till his marriage, he had been utterly careless
on the subject of religion. His wife, though of
an unhappily weak and fretful disposition was a
pious woman; as I said before, he could not read
and on the long winter evenings she persuaded
him among other things to allow her to read a
chapter of the Bible to him every night. They
began with the historical parts; the book was
quite new to him; every evening he liked it better
and better, at length all other books were laid
aside, and night after night., after a hard day's
work, would they sit up to a late hour, she de
lighted to read, and he all eager to listen to this
wonderful Bible.
The word now began to reach his heart; every
vacant moment was seized for this one study.
Now, too, Satan began to tremble, and stirred up
his old companions in wickedness, that favourite
deadly engine of. the prince of darkness, to draw
him or scare him back again. Many a night bis
wife has told me, while they two have been sit
ting by the fireside happily engaged in this sweet
employment, have these men come in, and by
their noise, and curses, and jeers, have tried to
frighten her from her purpose, or shame him out
of his religion; at first, this was a sore trial; she
kept reading on, but sometimes in tears, fearing
that they might prevail over her husband, and oft
en lifting up her heart-felt prayer to her Lord; and
doubtless, he heard these broken supplications.
It was a still severer struggle for the weak, tender
faith of poor T.; he would sit opposite, with his
eye fixed on the book, not daring to look aside,
or return an anwer to their rude jeers. At length
finding that he was not to be so shaken, they left
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him. And thenceforth he grew day by day in the think,’ she asked, ‘what will become of your poor 1 they have no valid sacraments and are scarcely
knowledge and love of his Saviour, and outstrip wife and children when you are gone?’ ‘Ah,’he j Christian.” Many English prelates might be citped his instructress in holy meekness and heavenly said, ‘ 1 have had many a bitter thought there, ' ed to the same effect. But let it suffice to name
disposition. The grace of God indeed shone forth but not now; I can leave you, God will take care : a man than whom no other has been more respect! ed in the Mother Church, and who lived in the
in him; at church, in the field, at home he was the of you.’
Many a sweet and precious testimony to the l age next to that of the reformation, the Rev.
same steady, humble, consistent Christian; his
little girl was diligently brought up in the know faithfulness of him who passeth through the wa ’ Richard Hooker. The said profound divine in
ledge of that precious Saviour he had found, and ters with his servants, dropped from the mouth of • reference to churches not Episcopal, holds the
it seemed his greatest delight to hear her repeat this humble Christian. At last the hour of death I language—“ This their imperfection I had rather
her hymns and verses to him ; his dark eyes would arrived, his friends perceived the change on his ' lament, considering that men oftentimes without
brighten up and sometimes he could hardly refrain countenance, and knew it was the hand ol the j any fault of their own may be drawn to want that
from uttering aloud the full praises of his grateful last messenger; he asked for a cup of water, and i kind of regimen which is best, and to content
heart. Gratitude indeed seemed a leading fea drank a little, ‘thank you all,’ he said, and leaned themselves with that which either the irremediable
ture in his character. He suffered much from a back on his pillow; he now raised his eyes, and error of former times or the necessity of the pre
swelling on his knee, (which terminated in his with a holy smile began, “Bless the Lord, O my sent, hath cast upoti them.”
We have then the authority ol Bishop White tor
death,) and which grew more painful, from the soul, and all that is within me bless bis holy name:
constant exercise to which his occupation obliged bless the Lord, O my soul;”—and here his voice saying, ,
1st. That to maintain the divine institution of
him. Once, indeed, the pain so overpowered failed, he closed his eyes, and in a few moments
Episcopacy without denying the validity of a nonhim, that he fell down senseless on the road. he breathed his last.
episcopal ministry is the medium ground on the
This he knew would not long allow him to pursue
IIow blest the righteous when he dies!
question, taken by the Church ot England.
his labours, and he anxiously foreboded that it
When sinks a weary sou! to rest,
How mildly beam the closing eyes,
2d. That to deny the validity of a non-episcomust terminate in his leaving the quiet cottage, the
IIow gently heaves th’ expiring breast!
pal ministry is an extreme opinion and one not ne
retirement of which he highly valued, where so
many happy years had been spent. 1 asked him
Yes, and that ‘holy quiet’ so sweetly described cessarily Mowing from maintaining the divine in
if he was not sometimes tempted to complain, in the following verse, seemed to rest for weeks stitution of Episcopacy.
3d. That this extreme is a matter of private
‘Oh.’ he said, ‘I seldom feel a pain from this knee after on that bereaved cottage. The hours I spent
but I thank God that the other is spared me. I with him, during my stay in that little village, opinion, and not to be obtruded as the determines
often look at my sound knee and think, what should have been among the happiest of my life, and my tion of the Church.
These sentiments Bishop White has expressed
I have done if this too had been taken away ? and last prayer ascends that my last end may be like
that makes me thankful.’ Especially his affection his, and that I may at last be allowed to meet not incidentally, but has solemnly recorded them
for his wife as the first instrument of his con again that blessed spirit in the kingdom of a hea in the last public document of his Episcopate,
version was beautifully manifested; he seemed venly father, “where is neither bond norfree., but i May they be remembered, and save from (he susalways to feel himself inferior to her, and to be Christ is all and in all.
D. , picion of a weak attachment to the Church those
who say with this venerable man, “ Far from me
scarcely sensible of her weaknesses. ‘We are all
From die Churchman.
be such an obdurate heart as that because of
weak,'he would say,‘and must try to strengthen
one another.’
their w*ant ol the Episcopacy, I should say of
EPISCOPACY
The swelling on his knee had now grown so NOT AN ESSENTIAL Of THE CHRISTIAN FAITH, j Churches correct in the faith, that they are to be
IN THE OPINION OF BISHOP WHITE.
I cut off from our communion; or I should propainful, that he was unable any longer to pursue
his usual occupations in the fields. This was a
Mr. Editor,—More than one of your readers ; nounce, with over-ardent writers among us that
great trial, as, besides the distress in which it in will be gratified by your publishing the following they have no valid sacraments, and are scarcely
M.
volved lus family, he laved his employment: ‘there extract from the last charge of Bishop White, ' Christian.”
he would say, ‘lie could see God all about him, file whole charge, 1 doubt not, will receive the
TO YOUNG CONVERTS.
and get his fellow labourers to talk of Him too;’ notice it deserves in the pages of the Churchman,
The following highly judicious counsel is taken
and so anxious was he humbly to lead them to but I am anxious to call the attention of your
that Saviour whom he loved, that he would often readers particularly to-the passage which I have from a small volume entitled Advice to a Young
ask one or ether of them into his cottage ~to share selected. We hear so much prating even from strip i Christian, by a village Pastor. We do not know
his simple meal, that they might have the oppor lings in theology, about no “bishop no Church,7 ji where we have seen so much, said so properly,
tunity of joining in prayer with his little family,: “the invalidity of non-episcopal sacraments,” that and in so small a space, on this interesting topic.
and hearing his daily chapter. His master now it is grateful to listen to the voice of one on these ! We trust that its brevity, as well as its real impor 
kindly allowed him to leave his work for a while, I subjects, who is by common consent revered as tance, will gain it an attentive perusal. Many
and place himself under the care of some noted j the patriarch of our Israel. The opinion express persons, who become subjects of a gracious work,
medical practitioners near the town of II----- , by ! ed is of more weight, as it makes part of what have labored under the disadvantages of a defec
whom a severe operation was to be performed on ' he evidently designs to be a legacy to the Church tive religious education, and their path lias often
his knee. The next time that I saw him, I was of the wisdom and experience of more than fifty been darkened from this cause; others, perplexed
with doubts and the temptations of the wicked
ularmed at the change that had taken place in his years.
appearance. The effect of the severe treatment |
After asserting the divine institution of Episco one, go many days in heaviness of spirit, not know
he had undergone, had been too much for his ! pacy, and that there should never bo an accom ing where to find relief. Such persons should
weak frame, iiis strength and his spirits had sunk modation to contrary opinion, the Bishop goes on make the word of God their constant companion,
and they should be importunate in prayer, that
under it, and he was now in the early stage of a , to say.
rapid consumption. He had been absent nearly J ‘With deep solicitude for the sustaining of the the Holy Spirit would give them clear and animat
two months from his home, and iiis little stock of integrity of oursystem in this matter, there is not ing views ol the sacred page. The extract, hero
money, the hard earned savings ol many years, perceived the necessity of carrying it to the ex appended, is an epitome of useful information for
being quite spent, he had at last returned, ‘incura treme of denouncing all communions destitute of | every young Christian, and cannot fail to do good,
ble.’ But during that long absence from his be- the Episcopacy, as departing from the essentials ; if read with the right Spirit.—Cincinnati Jour.
‘Think not that your mountain stands strong.
loved family, his Lord had not forsaken him; for of the Christian faith, and as alien from the cove
a while, himself being unable to read, and con nants of promise. Let it be borne in mind, that ■ If you indulge this thought, you will most assur
fined to a sick and lonely chamber, Ins situation the object is to inculcate the duty of continuing edly fall; you will be obliged to weep over the
was very trying; but He who sent his angel to ' the subject in the institutions of our Church, on , disgrace which you will have brought upon reli
Hager in the wilderness, opened the heart of the the ground on which it has been transmitted to us gion; you will, perhaps, be constrained to bewail
druggist’s boy, who brought his medicines, to vis- j by the Church of England. While in her articles ! the ruin of some soul, who may have been cmit him twice a day, and read to him the Bible and and in her ordinal there has been regarded the ’ boldened in sin, through your carelessness or inother religious books. For a while after his rc ! precise medium here advocated, contemporary ' advertency. You have a dangerous road to travel.
turn, the sight of his cottage, his wife, and his i with the enactments of them there are uncon You cannot be too vigilant; you cannot offer too
darling children seemed to have revived him, but tradictory facts, which are their safe expositors, many prayers for guidance and protection. Your
6Oon the deceitful malady returned with redoub and undeniable evidence of the sense of the re armour cannot be too bright, nor your eye too cir
led force; when it was now evident that he must formers. If there should be any among us who cumspect.
soon be confined to his chamber, he asked to be make larger conclusions from the same premises it
Remember what I have already said, that de
carried down stairs, and taken into his garden. is matter of private opinion, and not to be ob clension begins at the closet. Watch there, for
There he seemed to take his last look of every ' truded as the determination of the Church. The its first appearance. There, be ready to discover
thing around him. ‘Now,’ said he, ‘carry me deliverer of the present charge in the exercise of and to correct it. Prayer is your stronghold.—
"back again;’ and after that he never left his sick ' the like freedom of opinion is rather disposed to In every eficounter with your adversaries, draw
room.
adopt the sentiment of an able and learned Arch upon the strength of heaven. In every dark, dis
Once during his illness, his wife said to him, bishop ol Canterbury, (Dr. Wake.) where he tressful hour, cast an eye upward to God. When
*D-, I wish I heard you pray oftener, you sel says in a letter to an eminent foreign divine, “Far the world displays its facinations, and woos you
dom pray aloud.’ ‘ My body is too weak,’ he said; from me be such an obdurate heart as that because away to its arms, God, and God alone, is the
but wy heart prays.' ‘Then how do you feel tor of this defect, ’ [meaning the want of the Epis ‘strength of your heart.’ When afflictions come,
eternity?’ ‘A poor sinner, but, thank God, on copacy,j “I should say of some,” [meaning of and the soul is made sad and desolate, where then
the right foundation.’ (Alluding to Matt. vii. 25, Churches correct in the faith,] “ that they are to i shall you look, but to Him who hearetli themournn passage which was often on his mind, as referred be cut off from our communion; or I should pro ! er’s cry? Prayer has ever been powerful and efto Jesus Christ, the rock of ages.) ‘Do you ever ' nounce with over ardeut writers among us, that i ficient. It has wiped away the tear of the peni-
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tent, and lighted up the gleam of hope. It has
broken the stout sinews of rebellion, and trans
formed the lion to the lamb.
In the work of self-examination, be close and
thorough; be habitual and persevering. Let a
nice discrimination run through your investiga
tions. Remember your aim. It is high ; it is the
elevated character. Deal faithfully then with
your own soul. Arraign it at a diurnal tribu
nal, and judge it, severely judge it, from the law
of God. Anticipate the great and final account.
It will then not burst upon you unprepared. You
will go calmly forward to the bar of God, and un
hesitatingly open your bosom, conscious of for
giveness, to his keen inspection.
Let the word of God dwell in your heart. Stu
dy its sacred pages with prayerful diligence, and
bow to its doctrines with implicit faith. Re it
the man of your counsel; the guide of your beliel;
the foundation of your hope.
In short, take to yourself the whole armor of
God; the shield of faith, by which you may quench
the fiery darts of Satan; the helmet of salvation,
to adorn and delend your head; the breast-plate
of righteousness, to .cover your bosom from the
shafts of calumny or of envy; the sword of the
spirit, whose keen edge will make you resolute
and tearless in the attack, powerful and irresisti
ble in the defence. Thus arrayed, look upward,
and press onward. God is your strength; and
when he nerves the arm, though it be the arm of
the weakest belief, that arm is irresistible. Lay
not aside your weapons, while one foe within is
unsubdued, or one enemy without unconquered.
But life is short. The time is at hand, when you
shall have a full and free discharge. The crown
of glory glitters in prospect. Alter a few more
days of fidelity to your king, that crown shall be
placed upon your brow.
When death comes he will prove your last ene
my. As he falls beneath your triumphant strug
gle, you shall hear the notes of victory, bursting
from ten thousand angels on your dying car. Then
your work is done. Then your warfare is over.
On yonder heavenly plains, you shall receive a
golden harp, and learn celestial music. You shall
round that name by which you conquered; andin your eternal song, chant the praise of Him, who
sitteth upon the throne, and of the Lamb forever.
The trials of life will be remembered no more, or
if remembered, will serve as new themes of praise
and thanksgiving.
What a consummation! Who would not strug
gle a few short days, to inherit so rich a reward—to
wear forever so bright a diadem?’
COWPER AND WATTS CONTRASTED WITH BYRON.
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possible for Watts to Jiave done as much evil asigood at Reading and Kidderminster, is the only
he has good?—And wf(pn shall the influence of means likely to become efficient. Is it not high
Cowper die? When shall men forget his sweet time for ministers and rulers to learn that the obnumbers? Never; no, never. Ills influence shall servance of religious duties can be promoted
be eternal. It shall go down into the advane- more effectually by example than by legislation—
ing and deepening glories of the millennium, by appeals from the pulpit, than by petitions to
when in his own inimitable language,
' parliament.—Albany Journal 8$ Telegraph.
“The dwellers in the vales and on the rocks
Shout to each other; and the mountain tops,
From distant mountains, catch the flying joy,
Till nation after nation, taught the strain,
Earth rolls the rapturous hosanna round.”

There is another instance perhaps still more to
our purpose. We allude to that man of which
Cowper has said,

|--------------- ---- -................ .
From the American Temperance Intelligencer.
Since this extra was commenced, we have received the fol
lowing letter from the Lord Bishop of Loudon, one of the
patrons of the British and Foreign Temperance Society;
We are confident it will be read with interest.

London, 19//* March, 183 k
Sir—I am sorry that I have suffered your ob
“ I name thee not, lest so despised a mine,
liging communication to remain so long unanswered
Should move a sneer at thy deserved fame;"
owing to an accidental oversight. I beg to thank
the man
you for the interesting publications you have sent
“Whose pilgrim marks the road,
me, displaying at once the means which have been
And guides the progress of the soul to God."
employed in America to promote the cause of
[Quarterly Observer.
temperance, and the signal success with which
From the Episcopal Recorder.
the use of those means has been blessed. In this
bishop m‘ilvaine’s lectures on the eviden country, our progress towards reformation is less
rapid and striking than it has been in yours; but
ces OF CHRISTIANITY.
The Presbyterian Review, published in Edin the difference, which may he accounted for by
burgh, and one of the must able theological jour the different state of the two countries, is not
nals in that country, says of Bishop Mcllvaine’s such as to discourage us from continuing our ardu
ous labours to oppose the most formidable enemy
volume on the Evidences:
“The author is manifestly well read in that de to the virtue and happiness of the people.
I trust that before this reaches you, you will
partment of theological science to which this work
relates; and by the skill he has displayed in se have received, from our secretaries a more detail
lecting and arranging his materials, as well as by ed account of the operations of the British and
the devotional fervor which his language every Foreign Temperance Society, together with a
where breathes, he has shown himself, both in head number of its publications. The American “ Cir
and in heart, eminently qualified for the task he cular to Emigrants,” is reprinted here and is re
undertook. By such, therefore, as wish to have, gularly on sale, as is also the tract “Ox Dis
within moderate limits, a correct and satisfactory course.” It is found, however, that a greater efstatement of the external evidences, a more agree-: feet is produced on the public mind here, by facts
able volume need not be desired. The essence of and arguments drawn from the state of things at
all the principal writings on the subject, down to home, than by publications which come from a
the present, day, will be found extracted and stored distant country, however striking and able. The
up here; and if the readers of the work are simi case of America has, however, been the ground
larly affected with ourselves in the perusal of the upon which the advocates for temperance socie
many religious passages it contains, they will deem ties in this country have been able to take their
such strains of Christian eloquence any thing else strongest position—the experiment having been
than inconsistent with its leading object, and rather there tried on a very sufficient scale, and with the
view them as imparting to its demonstration an ad most triumphant success. The friends of reli
gion and humanity in this country, take a lively
ditional relish.”
interest in all that concerns the moral state and
social welfare of America; and I trust that there
SABBATH LEGISLATION.
We are glad to find that our brethren in Eng is a growing disposition to remember and to be
land, after petitioning parliament in vain to legis influenced by our national relationship to each
late on the subject have bit upon the only right other. That our only rivalry may be that of ad
and successful method to produce a more strict vancing the cause of our great Master, and the in
observance of the Sabbath. The following anec terests of charity, is the sincere wish and prayer of,
Sir, your ob't. faithful serv’t.
dote and comment we take from the London
Evangelical Magazine for Nov. and hope ministers
C. J. LONDON.
and Christians in this country may profit by their
E. C. Delavan.
experience.
The Hon. and Rev. William Bromley Cadogan,
If any thing ought to be accounted worthy of
upon finding, soon after his induction to the living the most attentive consideration, it is indeed the
of Chelsea, thdtthe Sabbath was shamefully vio covenant of grace. Here a way is shown unto
lated there, and that the persons he wished to a better paradise than the earthly, and to a more
reclaim would not attend his preaching, determin certain and more stable happiness than that from
ed to put the laws of the land in force against which Adam fell. Here new hopes shine upon
them. With this view he went himself round the ruined mortals, which by so mucn ought the more
paiish, and insisted on having the shops shut, to be acceptable, by how much it came more un
charging the parish officers to aid him in sup expected. Here conditions are offered, to which
pressing such a shameful practice.— lie found it, eternal life is annexed; conditions not again by
however, impossible to accomplish his design; us to be performed, which would cause the mind
nor could his rank secure him from the abuse and to despond; hut by him who departed not this
fury of the mob, which his zeal had provoked; life, before he had truly said, It is finished.—Witand his life was more than once endangered by sius.
the butchers and others, whose traffic he endea
vored to interrupt. But, what the law could not
Our faith, our repentance, our obedience, being
do, the preaching of Christ crucified easily effect
sinfully
defective, cannot, as such, make any thing
ed. For, soon after he began explicitly and ear
nestly to preach the gospel, he had the pleasure of due to us hut punishment,and so cannot oblige the
seeing many, whom law and terror only hardened, Lord to perform the promises to justify, pardon,
melted down undei a sense of mercy, and so or save us : for that which obliges the Lord to exe
sweetly constrained by the love of Christ as to cute the threatening cannot oblige him to fulfil
forsake every evil work, and to run with alacrity his promise. How then is the Lord obliged ? how
the promises to be accomplished? Not upon
and delight in the ways of God’s commandments. come
the account of our defective performances, but for
I fully agree with your correspondent, J. F.”—
that all legal enactments for the better observ Christ’s sake and so through grace.—Clarkson.
ance of the Lord's day would produce just the
No metaphysician ever felt the deficiency
same effects on the irreligious part of the com
munity as Mr. Cadogan’s ill-judged measures had language so much as the grateful.
The best throw upon dice is to throw thruon the inhabitants of Chelsea, and am persuaded

Suppose that Byron had sung like Cowper, or
Watts. What a change would have been made
nt once on the influence of that man. We admit
that his influence has been mighty, and yet will
he. But is there any man that believes that By
ron is to influence as many minds as Cowper and
Watts? The mass of men will not love cold mi
santhropy, or the display of corrupt and malig
nant passions, or the disgusting details of vice.
An increasing number of our race will turn from
his sour and gloomy pages, to dwell upon the
lovely piety, the sweet simplicity of the renovated
heart in Cowper; and to breathe out our lan
guage, of pure devotion in the delightful strains
of Watts. Already more, many more minds,
have been influenced in the most tender scenes
of life by the sweet language of Watts, than have
been or will be influenced by Byron. The lan
guage of the sacred singer is breathed into our ears
in the cradle; it is echoed in the Sunday school, by
tens of thousands on each Sabbath day: it warms
the devotions of millions in the sanctuary, it is
poured forth in the bed of sickness, ailtt it cheers
and sustains the soul in the hour of dying. Where
the book of the noble hard is laid aside and
hated, the sacred singer is welcomed and hailed;
and his sweet language expresses the most lofty,
and pure feelings of the spirit, even as it bursts
away from a world of sin, plumes itself For its eter
nal flight, and as the last accents of hallelujahs
here melt and die away in the anthems of praise
eternal in the heavens. We ask whether it was that such faithful preaching as effected so much away.
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’ng received that official elevation which, by many, is supposed
to exert an almost irresistible influence in raising one’s tone
with regard to Episcopacy. In his Lectures on the Cate
chism, he thus writes:—“ It should he remembered that I am
engaged in opening and defending the sense of the Episcopal
. Church as received from the Church of England. At the
same time that, on the point of fact, she decidedly set her
I foot, on the ground of the Apostolic origin of Episcopacy, she
' carefully avoided passing a judgment on the validity of the
ministry of other churches, or the determining, in any shape
on the question last proposed. This line of conduct on tho
part of the Church has left room for considerable variety of
sentiment among her clergy. For my.own part, I profess to
admire the moderation of the Church of England transmitted
i to the Church in these States in this paitieular. And al
though 1 am fully persuaded, that when the time shall come
of consent and communion among churches now unhappily
estranged from one another, a circumstance distinguishing the
change will lie a restoration of the Episcopacy of the early
ages, yet in the meanwhile I am content to adopt the words
of one of the wisest of men who ever wrote in the Church of
England, (Hunker) where speaking of the non-episcopo)
churches, he delivers himself as follows: ‘This their defect
and imperfection, I had rather lament in such cases than exag.
gerate, considering that men oftentimes without any fault of
their own may he driven to want that kind of policy or regi
men which is best, and to content themselves with that which
; either the unavoidable error of former times, or the necessity
he saved only by uncovenantetl mercy—which of these two to of the.present, hath east upon them.’ ”
choose, is a question on which Episcopalians have different
Bishop White was consecrated in 1787. In the year 1820,
sentiments. It is not wonderful, nor does your correspondent alter he had exercised the office of a Bishop thrity three y ears,
complain, that a wide diversity of opinion should exist in our he published his “ Memoirs of the Church," in which, looking
Church on this head. It is not in the least degree inconsist hack to his “Case of the Episcopal Churches," first quoted, he
ent with the unity of the Church that her members should be declares “there did not appear to his mind any cause to retract
lieve differently with regard to questions which, having not the leading sentiment! of that performance."
determined, she has left to every one’s private judgment, as in
In the year 1831, Bishop White delivered a charge to hi*
volving neither on one side nor the other, any thing inconsist, clergy in which is found the following declaration “They (the
ent with the essential interests of Episcopacy, or the most af Reformers of the church of England) unequivocally affirmed the
fectionate attachment to its institutions. But it is wonderful Apostolic origin of Episcopacy as a fact; and then, ns a suit
and it is complained of that those who feel conscientiously per able consequence, they ordained that there should be no other
suaded that the exclusive views are the only true views, in ministry within its bounds. The same is the limit within oui
stead of being content with “denouncing all communions des J church. If any should carry the subject beyond this, it if
titute of the episcopacy as departing from tlie essentials of the i private opinion and cannot he acted on in proceedings reguChristian faith, and as alien from the covenants of promise," I, lated by the rubrics and canons without hazarding the issue
without a valid ministry and valid sacraments, should write intimated: {disunion, J and the same might lie for the effect of
and preach these opinions as the doctrines of our Church—as ! the extending of these provisions, with the view of accom
fixed upon Episcopalians by their standard of faith—as at- , plishing such a project.” Where a dom may be opened for
taehed to the creed of every consistent Churchman no less I the entrance of schism is thus intimated just before the sen
essentially than his belief in the primitive establishment of the tences last quoted, “It is not impossible that in the different
Christian ministry; so that to entertain any more moderate : grounds on which it (the Episcopacy) may he rested by dif
views—to do any thing that would recognize a minister of a ferent advocates of it, there may ensure a cause of disunion.
tion-episcopa! denomination as really in the ministry, would lie 1 We shall lie sale, in proportion as we continue on the ground

fore we received the communication below on the same sul>ject. The important bearing of the question discussed, on
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, JUNE 13, 1834%
the peace and harmony, and prosperity of the Church de
mands for them both an attentive perusal. Such views, though
Tub ErucoPAL Press in tub Wmt—It is needless at this
doubtless held by a majority of Episcopalians, have been too
day to attempt to prove that no cause can prosper greatly, »i tlilittle insisted upon.
out the aid of the press. In politics and religion alike, its
truth is universally admitted and acted upon. The wildest
OPINIONS OF BISHOP WHITE.
and most absurd conceptions of ignorance and superstition— Editor op the Gambier Observer:
the follies of Mormonism, as well as the specious delusions of
Sir,_ In vour last number your readers were favored
Campbellism, are now wid -ly disseminated by the periodical
with interesting extracts from the charge recently delivered to
pres», and owe much of their succ?ss to its aid. Even the
the clergy of his diocese by the venerable Bishop White. I
false faith, which in past ages courted darkness, and taught
was disappointed in not finding among them a paragraph which
that “ignorance was the mother of devotion," has been com
I consider eminently appropriate to the present condition ot
pelled to enlist the press into her service, not indeed, as the dis
our Church, and which deserves to be made known in all her
penser of Gospel light, and truth; hut as the defender of
congregations. Episcopalians are agreed in believing in the
“another gospel," and “teaching for doctrines the command
Apostolic origin of Episcopacy;—they unite in the words of
ments of men." 11 behoves, then, the friends of protestuntism,
the ordinal, “that from the Apostles’ times there have been
and of the “truth as it is in Jesus,” to profit by these examples, these orders of ministers in Christ’s Church—Bishops, Priests
and to wield effectively in their cause, this mighty instrument and Deacons.” But to what extent the inferences from this,
of good as well as evil. “ Fas est a1i hoste doceri.” It was should he carried, whether only to what is called the moderate
from infidel France, that Christians derived the hint of that ad view, of admitting that lion-episcopal ministrations and sacra
mirable means of doing good—the circulation of religious tracts; ments, though irregular and at oariunce with primitive order,.aru
•nd nobly have they improved upon it, and often and signally not necessarily invalid; or to what is called the exclusive system
have they foiled their adversaries, in the use of their own wea
of maintaining that all order and ordinances not episeopally
pons. But the influence of the press in the promotion of a
authorized are necessarily invalid, anil that all persons who re
good cause is still too little regarded, and Christians, in many
ceive no other than such sacraments and ministrations are not
places, have been alow in seeking its aid.
only without a ministry, hut without the visible Church, and can
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In the west, this has been very much the case, and especial
ly with Episcopalians. They have been too recently trans
planted into the wilderness, and too much engaged in supplying
temporal wants, or obtaining the preached word, to think of the
importance, or feel the duty, or indeed estimate their ability
to establish and sustain for the west, a press devoted to the in
terests of the Episcopal Church, and having sufficient means at
command to supply its rapidly increasing wants. But the time
has evidently come, for such an attempt to be made, and with
the blessing of God, to he crowned with success. Among other
reasons, may be mentioned the rapid extension of our borders,
demanding a proportionate increase both of written and oral
teaching—the peculiarities of western character, and the nove'
modes of faith prevalent at the west, to which western publica
tions alone can be suitably adapted—besides, the propriety, if
not necessity, that sections of country so widely separated,
should each depend ultimately and mainly upon itself, in the
matter ol its reading, as well ns the supply of its ministers. If it
•be neither honorable, nor practicable for American readers to
be wholly dependent on the English press, neither would it be
for the western community, to continue to look to the east for
the supply of its publications.
Under the influence of such considerations as these, and
with the desire to employ to the best advantage the means al
ready in possession, a plan has been proposed to enlarge our
printing establishment here, so ns to embrace the publication
of books, mid tracts, suited to the wants of western episcopa
lians. The general features of the plan are these:—The
raising of a capital by subscription of stock in shares of
twenty-five dollars each, to he under the management of a
board of directors. Fifty per cent of this capital to he paid
in, the first year, and to be employed in the erection of a suit '
able building, the purchase of presses, type, &c. The publica
tions will he—tlieGambler Observer, and such hooks and tracts,
original and selected, as the publishing committee shall deem
useful and advantageous to issue. It is hardly to he expected
that any profits will immediately be realized from such an in
vestment as this, except, indeed, it be that richest gain in our
Lord's estimation, “ in that he said, it is more blessed to give,
than to receive. ’ It is probable, however, that privileges pro
portionate to their subscriptions will he allowed to stockhold.
ers in the purchase of the publications, and to such as sub
scribe two or more shares, the Gambier Observer will be sent
without charge.
A publishing fund, connected with the
above, will be desirable, to which donations are solicited, and
which will be devoted to the publication of tracts for gratuit
ous distribution, and sale at reduced prices.
I he Editor of this paper will he pleased to receive commu
nications on the subject, and any suggestions from the friends
of the cause; and if any are disposed to aid by subscriptions or
donations, they will be good enough to make it known soon,
io order that the necessary arrangements may be made at an
early day. It may be proper to state that about $1,500 have
been subscribed in this vicinity.

a downright contradiction of the fundamental articles of Epis J taken for us, by the Reformers of tlie Church of England."
Thus we perceive our venerable author, after the mature re.
copacy. This I believe to he the course which tends with
special directness to disturb the peace and break the harmony . flection of more than forty three years in the Episcopate, still
of the Church. Only let it lie mid' rstood and acknowledged ; maintaining that it is of the greatest importar.ee to the unity
that, on this point, the standards of Episcopal doctrine have of the Church that it should be understood and conceded by
left room for the difference of opinion above described, and ; all of us, whether our views be exclusive or moderate in regard
that to be moderate or exclusive has no effect upon one’s con- of the claims of Episcopacy, that the Church lias left the quess,stcncy as an Episcopalian, and all will he well; there will ! tion as to the validity of non-episeopal orders nod sacrathen lie difference without disunion—two classes of opinion ; ments wholly undetermined—open to private opinion; so that
without two parties in opposition. But so have many Epis on whichsoever side one may stand, his consistency as an Epis
copalians been accustomed to hear advocates of exclusive views copalian is untouched and the discipline of the Church has no
represent them as the only C/mrc/i-views, that it is important thing against him.
But this is not the latest declaration of Bishop White on tlii*
they should be informed what such an Episcopalian as Bishop
White thinks and teaches on this subject. It would be well subject. As if he would testify with his last breath to the
for some who entertain sentiments similar to his, to take a j moderation of the Church, and the importance of all her memlesson from the open, decided, unvarying avowal of them on I hers maintaining the same; in a charge delivered only a few
all suitable occasions, among those of a contrary mind, by ! weeks since, the nature of which (he says) he was the more inwhich the course of this eminent example of personal and : dined to “because of a period which cannot lie remote, when
official consistency and firmness has always been distinguished. his voice will he heard no more;” we find him speaking tha
Let us begin with bis views as expressed while yet a presby I same language as when his ministry began.
ter.
i [The reader is referred for this extract from the Charge, tr
In bis “ Cose of the Episcopal Churches in the United States i the article on our fourth page alluded to above.—En.]
Considered,'' it is thus written:—“ Now if even those who
It would be very easy to show that the moderate opinions of
hold Episcopacy to he of divine right, conceive the obligation Bishop White, as above exhibited, are no other than those which
to it not to be binding when that idea would he destructive of Cranmer, Jewell, Ilall, Davenant, Usher, Burnet, TillotsoU
public worship; much more must they think so, who indeed and a venerable company besides of the Reformers and De
venerate and prefer that form as the most ancient and eligible fenders, and most eminent lights of the English Church hava
but without any idea of divine riyht (exclusive divine right) in held and openly maintained, without dreaming that by such
the case. This the author believes to be the sentiment of the sentiments they were hazarding their title to consistent churchgreat botiy of Episcopalians in America; in which respect inanship. Let not those whose sentiments correspond with
they have in their favor unquestionably, the sense of the Church theirs, condemn their brethren, as wanting in Christian love,
Episcopacy Not an Essential of tub Christian Faith of England; and as he believes the opinions of her most dis whose system of Episcopacy is more exclusive than to them
in the Opinion of Bishop White.—The article with this head tinguished prelates for piety, virtue and abilities.”
would seem compatible with the testimony of Scripture and
ing from the Churchman on a preceding page, was in type be
Let us next attend to the opinion of this author after liav- the interests of religion. Let the advocates of the restric-
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tire system in their turn, refrain from representing their
brethren of more moderate views, as any the less conformed to
all that essentially belongs to the creed and character of a tborrough Episcopalian. If Bishop Horseley could write, with
regard to the points in controversy between Calvinism and its
opposite,—“there is nothing to hinder the Armenian and the
highest supralapsarian Calvinist from walking together in the
Church of England as friends and brothers, if they both ap
prove the discipline of the Church, and are willing to submit
to it;” surely we may write the same of the conscientious ad
vocate of such views of Episcopacy as those of Bishop White
and the believer in the highest and strictest expression of jure
divino, delusive cliurchmanship. As long as they cannot
agree in opinion on such points, may they love as brethren,
and walk and labor together, as alike compassed with infirmi
ties; liable to many mistakes—seeing through a glass darkly—
and bound to give, as they desire to receive, the precious ma
nifestations of a charity that “thinketh no evil.”
KENYON.

>

hearty welcome. He found their parents exceedingly anxious
to have them taught; and in different villages he could with
difficulty get away without giving the people, what they called
a “hook," some writing, “to show that he had promised to
send them a teacher.” Mr. Wilson contrasted the circum
stances of the children liefore him with those of the children
lie had lately seen in Africa: and endeavored to excite in them
gratitude to God, and love for foreign missions.
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associated capacity, be denominated, The United States Tm'
eerance Union.
2. 'The object of this Union shall be, by the diffusion of kind
moral influence, to promote the eause of Temperance through
out the United States.
•3. Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed to
carry, by all suitable means, the object of this Union into ef
fect, and that those now appointed be continued in office, till
others be appointed.
Isaac S. Loyd, of Pennsylvania, Matthew Newkirk, do.
Isaac Collins, do. Edward C. Delevan, New York, Samuel
Ward do. John Tappan, of Mass. Christian Keemer, of Ma.
ryland, were appointed this committee.
4. Resolved, That the Corresponding Secretaries of all the
State 'Temperance Societies in the United States, be correspond
ing members of this committee.
5. Resolve.!, 'Tnat the committee lie authorized to call a
meeting of the Union, at such time and place as they may think
proper.— U- S. Gazette.

France.—The following letter has been received from Rev.
Mr. Mines, in answer to one remitting the sum granted for
the publication of some of our works in the French language.
[<S. S. Journal.
Havre, Aprillth, 1834.—To your favor of Get. 24th, en
closing the very seasonable grant and draft for §,500 to the
cause of religious knowledge in Prance, I have thus long de
layed replying that 1 might with the letter send also some co
pies of the little publications which the generosity of your
board at once enabled the friends in Paris to put to press.—
Imr some reason, however, 1 have not yet received the copies
GrTaXTtt.JNlu SUMMARY.
for you. I was also waiting for more definite intelligence re
specting the use which our brethren in Paris might make of
Nominations
__ Andrew Stevenson (now apeaker of the
the motive on which you otter §500 more, “to organize a
Sunday-school Union or Committee.” Dear brother, France House of Representatives) has been nominated to the Senate
and the United States are, in every respect, two countries. Of by the President, to be Envoy Extraordinary anil Minister
METEOUOLOGICAL REG 1STER.
whom could a Sunday-school union here he composed? Willi Plenipotentiary to Great Britain; and Mahlou Dickerson, of
Son-rise. 2 o’clock. 9 o’clock. jWmd. Weathe ■ what means in the present moment could they operate? All New Jersey to be Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni
Date.
that a few (I will not alarm you with the mention of the pre potentiary to Russia.
w.
5G°
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50°
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5
cise
number) s ails can do in France, is to devote at once all
Colleye in Delaware.—The Newark College, at Newark,
59°
s.
Clear
76°
51°
6
the means entrusted to them to the purposes to which they arc Del., the first in that state, was to go into operation on 'Thurs
74°
S.E.
Clear
90°
58’
7
severally consecrated by the donors. Tnere are scarcely men day last, under the management of Nathan Munroe, ot An
s. w.
G5’
91°
Clear
8
66°
enough for one society. “ The Einngeligal Society" in the I dover, Mass, and J. II. Agnew, of Washington College, Pa.,
70’
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Rain
GO’
9
heat and burden of the day, does what it can in every way, and until the election of a president. Toe college lias grown out
68°
s. w.
Rain
85°
G2’
10
towards each object in proportion to their means. As to of an academy established by the Blairs, the Allisons, and the
52’
w.
Clear
70°
58°
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“securing copy-rights for hooks,” ike, there is not a man in McDowells of a fdriner age.—Fermouf Chron.
Prance who would he troubled to mutilate the books they may
Transylvania University —The Lexington Intelligencer, of
OBITUARY.
publish.
Died yesterday afternoon (May 29th.) after a short illnes” j
Your letter found me providentially at Paris, where I had I ist week, announces the appointment of Rev. John C. Young,
of acute suffering, in the 21th year of his age, Alfred D. j opportunity to see the cause of Cnrist in all its branches of o " p.mvil e college, to the Pie.ldency of Traiisiyvaiiia.— Cin
Emerson.—Alexandria Gazette.
benevolence straitened in the number of its advocates and the cinnati Journal.
Ohio Ctmpany for the Purchase of English Cattle—Our rea
The deceased was recently a member of this Institution, and very li niled exte it of their means. Tnere is at this mo
left here a few weeks since in the enjoyment of perfect health, ment every reason in almost its highest degree, why the scheme ders will he pleased we feel assured, to learn that the agent of
of a regular, separate organization, for Sunday-school instruc- this company, Mr. Eelix Renick, was oil the 30th of April,
and with the prospect before him of years of usefulness in the cannot now be set on foot. The few that have begun must at Liverpool, making his arrangements to return to this country
jcrvice of his divine Master. lie had been studying with a labor on in every way, that the detached efforts of each one as lie had nearly completed his purchases. Mr. R. has made
view to the ministry in the Episcopal Church, and had sur and the united counsel of all in the Evangelical Siciety can at an extensive examination of the stock in England, and lias
present command, in order to get a foothold; then tliey will 14 head of the best cattle that could be purchased—such as
mounted many difficulties in his progress. But it has pleased call to mind the Grecian philosopher’s provero. “Give men I bad commanded the premiums at the fairs in that country.—
the Loro to take him away in the midst of his prep nation, place to stand, and I will move the world.” Theother §500 An idea of their value may he formed from the fact that one
and in his sudden removal to hold up a solemn warning to the will tend to the completion of the result. And as this is har cow cost 150 guineas, ( §700,) and Mr. R. considers several of
vest time, in France, and the run shines and none van tell when the his cattle equally valuable, though purchased at a lower price.
living, and especially to the young, “ to he also ready, for in
clouds may yuther ayain, we must thrust in the sickle now and reap. He was miking preparations to sail with the first favorable
such an hour as ye think not the Son of Man eometh.”
Permit us then, dear brother, to look to you and to your board wind, and had sent out two cows which have probably reached
for the residue of the sum which your generosity left half in New-York before this time. His assistants, Messrs. E. J.
our anticipation, and which vve will, with leave from you, Ham ss and Josiah Reniek, parted with him nt Leeds, a few
RELIGIOUS INTBLM3BN0B.
henceforth expect till it arrives.
days before the date of his letter, for London and Paris. They
So soon as 1 shall have acquired knowledge of the case suf expected to join him again in a short time when all of them
The Rev. George Woodbridge has been unanimously elect
would return to this country without delay. 'They were all
ficient
tor
the
purpose,
I
will
communicate
to
you
fully
all
in
ed to the Rectorship of Christ Church, Richmond, vacated ny *1
the resignation, on account of the ill health, of the Rev. Wil my power concerning the precise state and prospects of the in good health and have been treated with distinguished hos
liam F. Lee, and lias accepted the appointment.—Epis. Rec. young in this country, under the point of view in which your pitality by the principal agricuturixts with whom they met.
hoard looks at them, hoping you will keep your eye on the wants In a word to use the language of Mr. Reniek, “with every
and claims of France.
degree of friendship they could expect or desire.”—Scioto
Emscopal Services in tiif. West—It gives us pleasure to
1 rejoice greatly in the enlargement of your plans, and was Gazette.
learn that our Bishops in the West are able to do the work of as a southerner myself) pecularly gratified by the flattering
Drunken Seamen__ In a small treatise on naval discipline,
evangelists, in visiting portions of the Church beyond their promise of your “southern enterprise.”
own dioceses. Our readers have to-day an account of Bishop
In behalf of the friends in Paris, ai'd of those that, by the lately published, the following whimsical and ingenious mode
of
punishing drunken seamen is recommended. ‘Separate
Mellvaine’s visit to Michigan. Bishop Smith of Kentucky, grace of God, may rise up in France and call you blessed, 1
we learn from a letter addressed to a clergyman in this city, am, dear brother, with Christian regard to all the members of for one month every man who is found drunk, from the rest of the
crew; mark his clothes, drunkard, give him six water grog, or
expected, in compliance with an invitation to perform Episco your board, yours in the bonds of the gospel of Christ,
if Ix-er, one half mixed with water; let him dine when the
pal services, to he at St. Louis, Missouri, on the 2.5th inst.,
Flavf.l S. Mines.
crew has finished; employ him in every dirtv and disgraceful
and at Jacksonville and Rushville, Illinois, on the 1st and St.ii
work.’ In a ease where this was tried, the effects were so sal
of June.
New Missions —We learn that nt the meeting of the Mis utary, that in less that six months not a drunken man was to
Since the above was written, we have received the following
siouary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church, held in be found in the ship. The same system was introduced by the
information from a correspondent, in a letter dated Bristol,
the city of Philadelphia, 1 vst week, it was resolved to send two writer into every ship on hoard which he subsequently served.
Ilhode-Island, May 24-th.
missionaries to China. We understand that one person has When first Lieutenant of the Victory and Diomede; the bene
“Yesterday 1 received a letter from the devoted, efficient,
already offered himself for the service. The society also re ficial consequences were decidedly acknowledged. I he cul
indefatigable Bishop of the diocese of Kentucky, an extract
solved to continue the effort, formerly resolved on, to procure prits were heard to say that they would rather receive six dozen
from which I herewith send you, for the purpose of cheering
lashes at the gangway, and have done with it, than to he put
and encouraging the friends of our primitive growing Church. two missionaries for Africa,— <S. -S’. Jour.
into the 'drunken mess,' (lor so it was termed) fora month--The portion cited runs thus:—.* The excursion upon which I
The General Assembly have resolved that the next General Anatomy of Drunkenness.
am at present abroad, extends far beyond the boundaries of
this State, ( Kentucky ) and at two points of some importance,— Assembly he held in the First Presbyterian Church in the city
A Novel Occurrence.—In looking at the caption of the Yeo
of
Pittsburgh, I’a.—Presbyterian.
beyond the region where the Episcopal office has ever yet been
men’s Gazette, we observe that it is Edited by the Publisher,
exercised. 'Tnere is no surer indication than this, of the gra
Published by the Printer, and Printed by the Editor, and we sup
TEMPERANCE.
dual enlargement of our Church. Every year the circle of
pose tnat the owner of the concern chops up the wood and set
Apostolic supervision is extending by the enterprise of bor
Temperance Union.— Pursuant to the recommendation of tles the accounts for the proprietor. 'There is no want certain
der Bishops. The Bishop of Ohio is now abroad in parts of the National Convention io this city last May, a meeting of ly of harmony in such a trio.
Michigan, nrrrr before visited. Bishop Otey has just return delegates from State I'. tnperanee S;»cieties, was held in this
New Invention.—We have examined the drawing of a ma
ed from the Western district of Tennessee;—pans of which city on Wednesday last, for the purpose of forming a United
chine to gather grain as it stands in the field without cutting.
wrerc never yet visited. And about the close of this month, States Temperance Union.
It is called the Locomotive Thresher; int.nded to move by
(May,) and the beginning of next, if spared, 1 expect to visit'
President.—Gen. Stephen Van Itensellaer, of New-York. hoise power, and with the assistance of three men or boys 6St. Louis, and parts of Illinois, where foot of Protestant bi
Vice Presidents.—Samuel Agnew, M. D. of Pennsylvania, fifteen years of age, is calculated to go over ten acres of wheat
shop never yet trod. May that wonder-working Power, which William Jay, Esq. of New-York, Rev. G. B. Parry, of Mass.
Las opened the doors before us, bless our labors abundantly.* ” Richard BoyIston, Esq. of New-Hampshire, Rev. C. P. Yale, or other grain per day, and gather say two hundred bushels,
leaving the straw standing on the ground threshed as clean as
[Episcopal Recorder.
of Connecticut.
is generally done in the ordinary way, thereby saving all tht
Secretaries.—-Rev. John Marsh, of Pennsylvania Isaac S. expense of harvesting; and by ploughing in or burning the
The Rev. J. Leighton WiL'OX, lately returned from an Loyd, do, Harrison Gray, Esq. of Mass. Rev. Thomas Brain- j straw, it is supposed the ground may lie tilled ad infinitum
exploring mission to Africa, in a meeting, at Philadelphia, erd, of Ohio.
without dimishing its fertility. Should this invention succeed
Committee of Overtures.—Rev. Justin Edwards. D. D. of it will afford another inducement for farmers to inhabit and
stated the remarkable fact that lie found in the northern part
of Liberia some natives who had invented very lately, written Mass., Edward C. Delavan, of New-V’ork, Rev. G. B. Par- , cultivate those beautiful prairies which abound in the far West
syllabic characters in which he proved they could write and ry, of Mass., Rev. T. Brainerd of O.iio.
'The ingenious inventor is Nr. John I. Vail, ot L» Porte, In
The business of the meeting was conducted by mutual con- 1 diana, formerly of this town. — Railway Advertiser.
read their own language, with very little instruction, from the
inventors of the signs employed, in this invention, as among sultation, rather than by a great speech making, and of
The Protestant Episcopal church, in Mmtuaville, opposite
the Cherokees, Providence has, in a wonderful manner, pre course, was soon accomplished. After the adoption of a num : Fairmount, near P.uladeiphia, was discovered to be on tire, or
pared the way for the gospel to have free course among the lier of resolutions, touching the great and fundamental prin Saturday night last, a short time before 12 o clock, and in the
ciples of the 'Temperance reformation, a general Union was or •
people.
course of two or three hours, the entire woo 1 work of the build
He stated also, that when he was about to land near Cape 1 ganized by the adoption of the following resolutions.
I. Resolved, That the officers of the American Temperance ing, the steeple, was reduced to a heap ol ashes—«tbo wora ui
J’almas, as many as three hundred children ran along the hank, •
and through the groves, as the vessel passed and gave them a Society, and each of the state Temperance Societies, in their 1 an incendiary.
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I’OETUY.
For the Gambier Observer.
LINES
Written on the death of E. M. who died in the recent, but confi
dent hope of a blessed immortality.
My heart is with thee in the grave,
Where thou dost sleep so peacefully;
O’er thee, dark willows wildly wave—
And twin’d with clust’ring vines shall weave
A funeral wreath for thee.

And there the blushing rose shall bloom,
And charm and smile its little day.
And shed a fragrance o’er thy tomb—
Then die—an emblem of thy doom,
And gently fade away.
Thy grave—it is a sacred spot,
A rest from earthly cares and wo,
And kneeling there—the world forgot,—
The grief I feel, it wasteth not,
And blest, the tears that flow.
For there a holy calm is spread,
That lifts the soul to things above.
And gentle spirits of the dead
Are hov’ring o’er thy lowly bed,
On intssugcs of love.

And Jesus, its lone chambers trod,
The powers of darkness vanquishing—
Hut now at the right hand of God,
Thy happy soul to its abode,
He waits, in peace to bring.

And soon his smile shall on thee break,
When the last judgment morn shall rise;
And we, if sanctified shall take
Our flight with thee, and earth forsake,
For glory in the skies.

S. O.

MISCELLANY.
Amfrican Gypsiks__ JJr. Alexander Jones,of Mobile, Ala
bama, says the N. Y. Observer, in a letter addressed to Pro
fessor Sillitnan of New Haven, gives the following account of
a colony of Gypsies in Louisiana.
I see Prof. Griseom has translated from the “ Revue Encyclopedique” an article on “ Gypsies" for your Journal, in
which he remarks that there are no “ Gypsies” in America,
or that “they have never appeared in America.” In this, the
writer is mistaken. There is a colony of “Gypsies” on Biloxi
Bay in Louisiana, who were brought over and colonized by
the French at a very early period of the first settlement of
that state. They are French “ Gypsies” and speak the French
language; they call themselves “ Egyptians," or “Gypsies.”
The French call them indifferently, “ Egyptians” or “ Bohe
mians.”
What is remarkable, since their colonization in this country,
they have lost the distinctive character of their idle and wan'dering habits. They are no longer strolling vagrants; but
have, in the lapse of time, become, in all respects, like other
French settlers found in Louisiana. They appear equally po
lite, hospitable and intelligent. They also possess all the in
dustry and enjoy all the ordinary comforts of settled life, that
belong to the'French inhabitants generally.
The only striking difference between them is seen in their
complexion and the colour of their hair, which is much darker
in the “ Gypsies," than in the French population. Their hair
is also coarser and straighter, than that of the French.
Their intellectual vigor appears to be as great as thnt of any
people. A young man of this colony received a collegiate
education at Georgetown, 1). C , and i:s residing in New Or
leans; and there are probably tew men to be found in the
United States of his age, whose knowledge and learning are
more profound and varied than his. He is also a good and
ready writer. The most of the forgoing fact* were derived
from an eminent and learned lawyer of Mobile, who speaks
the French language fluently, and has travelled among, and
conversed familiarly with these “Gypsies.”
Gkrmvn Dof.i.linu.—The following account of the way in
which this miserable business is conducted among the students
of the German Universities, is taken from an article io the New
Monthly Magazine (London.) It relates immediately to Hei
delberg, where the writer tells us that more than five hundred
such affairs of honor had taken place during one single term
of study, at the time he was there.—Friend,
These duels invariably take place in a large, lofty room, be
longing to an Isolated house of entertainment, which is situ
ate on the side of a hill, in a by path that stretches up from
the Road to Siegelhausen, on the northern bank of the Neckar.
As my companion and myself passed through the garden and
entered a straggling court-yard behind, the first thing that
caught my attention was a man holding to a grinding-stone,
which was turned hy a little boy, the blade of a long rapier,
another lying beside him already sharpened. A young wo
man passed us, towards a long wing of the house, which repos
ed on a vaulted terrace, a pewter basin in her hand filled with
water, in which floated a large, discolored sponge. An old wo
man hobbled after, with a couple of long coarse towels dang
ling over her arm.
All this looked like symptoms of fight, and attribution of
surgery. They were so, in fact. And it is not easy to de
scribe the unpleasant sensations excited by those cold blooded
preparations by attendants of both sexes, all—male and female,
young and old—looking as wooden and unconcerned on their
arrangements for execution, as the post of a gallows or a guil
lotine.

Groups of amateurs now straggled into the garden and yard. straggled the spectators; off stalked the victor, as proud a*
They were attracted to the spot, a few from regard to the Polyphemus; and away slunk the vanquished, leaning on bis
champions, more from love of the sport, yet all with an air oi friend's arm in a manner so sneaking, us to lower full cent per
abstract indiflvrvnce, which only wanted an English atmos- cent, my already exhausted sympathy is his favor. The plea
pbere and English tailors to have made each a breathing exem santest relief to my fatigued and disappointed spirit was to
learn that my Frenchman was after all, not a Frenchman, and
plar of the most exquisite dandyism.
Among the gathering spectators of the scene I was now that his tricolored hatband was only the badge of the particu
about to witness, there might have been two or three some lar section of the University league to which he belonged. No
what actively worked upon by the preparations for the combat. sign or token of courtesy followed this catastrophe—no shako
of the hand—no look of regret—hut a mutual scowl of sullen
The affair itself soon commenced.
The two principal actors were as complete contrasts in per indifference. The melt were probably hitter enemies forever.
And so ended the paukerei—a poor affair—an ubortion of
sonal appearance, as it was possible to see pitted against one an
other. One was tall, handsome, and of a fine, bold bearing; base-born and ill-bred valor, begotten in a tier brauwery, and
brought
forth in nweinwirthschnft, unsponsored by any high or
the other short, plain-featured, and mean-looking
Alas for
the instinctive injustice of human nature! It was impossible noble sentiment, undignified by any trait of generosity or
not to sympathise at once, to almost identity one s sell with pride. The tilting bouts of chivalry were bravely li^barous;
him whose “outside man” looked so fair. No; a whole life but these seratebing-matebes of civilization are thoroughly
of experience could not resist the oft-deceived prejudice uf ap base.
pearance; and 1 mentally espoused the quarrel of this lofty and
good looking swashbuckler, without knowing or caring at the
India Robber Carpets—l)r. Jones of Mobile, in aletterto
moment whether he was in the right or tiie wrong, a brave Professor Sillitnan, says: “ Having some Indian Rubber var
man or a bully, but the self-adjusting principle soon began nish lef;, which was prepared for another purpose, the thought
its action. The moral pendulum swung strait again. My occurred to me, of trying it as a covering to a carpet, after
eye caught tlie colors on the ribbon round the short man s cap. tile following maimer. A piece of canvass was stretched and
They were the tricolor! lie was, then, a Frenchman; a son covered with a thin coat ot glue, (corn meal size will proba
of liberty; perhaps a boy of the barricade’s ■* His opponents bly answer best,) over this was laid a sheet or too of common
band was black and white. He, therefore was a Prussian; and brown puptr, or news paper, and another coat of glue added,
educated u willing slave! Now, then, my sympathies have over which was laid a pattern of bouse papering, with rich
found the true course in which to run. I here is no prejudice figures. After the body of the carpet was thus prepared a ve
now to combat or give away to. 1 am enlisted under the true ry thin touch of glue was carried over the face of the paper
banner. Firm heart, quick eye, and steady band, my brave to prevent the Indian Rubber varnish from tarnishing the
lad! “Go it?" What a pity bis name was not “ Ned*”
beautiful colors of the paper. After this was dried one or two
And to work they soon weht, and in a very exciting style. coats as may he desired) of India Rubber varnish were ap
I have omitted to sketch the preparative strapping on of their plied, which, when dried formed a surface as smooth as polish
plastrons. 1 blush to call them by their real English name of ed glass, through which the variegated colors of the paper ap
armor; for 1 was ashamed to see them make such a mockery peared with unditninished, if not with increased lustre. Thtt
of fighting. Nor have 1 said a word of their casquettcs. Why carpet is quite durable, and is impenetrable to water, or grease
must I tell the truth, and translate them hebmtsf And 1 of any description. When soiled, it may be washed, like a
skipped all mention of their Mwjferr—I do not quite like to smooth piece of marble, or wood.
If gold or silver leaf
write down the true word gauntlets; and rather wished to let forms the lust coat, instead of papering and the varnish is then
my readers enter into all the spirit of the set-to
before I applied, nothing can exceed the splendid richness of the car
toid them, ns truth forces me to tell, that the combatants had pet, which gives the floor the appearance of being burnished
nothing to apprehend at the utmost from all their “ notes of with gold, or silver. A neat carpet on this plan, will cost,
preparation,” beyond a cut ner >se the nose or cheek. Even (when made of good papering,) about 37| ets per yard. When
such a consummation is not pleasant in expectancy to those who covered with gold or silver leaf, the cost will be ubout $1,001
happen to have the foretiamed feature either too long or too or $1,50 cents a yard."
short; for he it ever so long, no one I suppose, would view its
curtailment with complacency.
Jlmnance in Ileal Life.—There has lately returned to Paris,
But admitting all the risk, still there was nothing to work
very intensely on a mere observer—to make his nerves eoil a Lieutenant of the French army, who was taken prisoner in
round his heart, or fix his teeth, or clench his hands, in the the disastrous campaign undertaken by Napoleon against Russpectacle of a couple of youths slushing at each others skull , sia. He was sent into Siberia, and during twenty years of
caps and plastrons, the latter made of thick leather, and form • bis captivity never fountl a single opportunity of making any
ing hauberks and cuirasses, so stoutly stuffed, that a pistol bul \ communication of bis existence to bis family, who believed
let could scarcely get through to the carcass behind. 'I lie I him to be dead. Consequently, on presenting himself, hit
“desperate fidelity" of poor Kean’s battle scene, in Richard I father and mother both rejected him as an impostor; for in
or Macbeth, was almost at blood-stirring. Hut then he had i addition to (lie changes effected by time and suffering, be bad
not theJplale check and the quivering lip; the frown of real several scars on bis face, which was still further disfigured by
anger, the glance of genuine hale. These, tragedians hail all 1 a false nose made of metal. A peculiar mark on the left arm,
that; and it was the truth of the picture that invested it with I however, being recognized by the mother, fully identified him,
an interest which, compared with the mere assumption of truth, ! and secured him acknowledgment and the reinvestment of his
1 property, the possession of which bad been delivered over to
is what historical painting is to caricature.
Of all the sounds associated with destruction, there is none I his relations upon the presumption of his death. His wife,
I
so keenly painful as that produced hy blade against blade, ei during bis absence, bad taken to herself another husband, and
ther of small swords or rapiers, in single combat. I he (loom has pertinaciously refused to return to him. This circuming of artilery, the bursting of shells, the rattle of musketry, 1 stance will, it is said, afford occupation for the tribunals.-—
the clash of sabres—this chorus of the hattle-field is wholesale Arena.
S. »■■------ ILL
yy ij.ijbiim!b»
music to a warlike mind
The singing twang of a cannon
bullet, or the sharp whistle of a musket hall, is impressive ra
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ther than painful; hut the thin whisk of steel against steel
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got's clean through the tnind, and makes the blood of the brain
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run cold.
I positively forgot that my brave bully -boys could do each
other no mortal harm; and I looked on and listened for full TERMS.— Tu-o Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
five minutes, (as they cut and parried, anil stamped and flour
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months*
ished,) with as decided a wound-up-edness.as any spectacle of
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
duelling ever caused me. At the end of five minutes the se
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, excep
at the option of the publishers.
conds pronounced hhe first heat over, and each man leaning
upon his friend’s ihuulder, (the friend exactly “accoutred as Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are rche was,”) and panted, and wiped away “the plentiful moisture
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
which encumbered” his brow, as Cowper (very nearly) says or
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
sings.
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
A pause of a few minutes sufficed to rest the combatants,
and again they went to work, performing with great ac ivity •<* All communications relative to this paper,must be d*'
reeted to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
and ingenuity, all the evolutions of attack and defence, ac
LIST OF AGENTS.
cording to the most approved method of the hieb-comment;
Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN,............... ...... Boardman, Trumbull Co. Ohio.
their seconds following every movement hy their side, with ra Col.
HUBBARD.............................. ..... Ashtabula,
««
piers interposed, to protect the principals from any thing like Rev Ai.VA SANFORD,.............. ..... Medina, Medina Co.
••
foul play, and the vulnerable parts of their bodies from any Rev. WM. PRESTON.................... .... Columbus,
“
Rev. G DENISON ........................ ..... Newark.
•«
chance-medley touch of the villianous “sold iron.”
GEORGE BEA 1 TY,..................... ..... Suuoenville,
••
Heat after heat went on to the number of five until at last Rev. J. P. BA USMAN................... .... Norwalk,
"
•
I was satisfied that the rivals were by far too clever. I was D. H. BUEI.I................................... ..... Marietta,
aH barber ................ ..... Cleaveland,
“
tired as much, at least, as they were. All excitement was worn JOSI
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,.. ..... Windsor,
“
out; and in a most sanguinary yearning fur the conclusion, I ,1. W. SCHUCKERS................... ’... ..... Wooster,
“
DOSSON EDWARDS................... ..... Dayton,
“
mentally exclaimed—
MADDOX FISHER, P. M............ ..... Springfield, Clark Co.
••
“ Fee faw fum!
I)R. ASA COLEMAN..................... ..... J rov, Miami Co.
“
Oh, for the blood of a German man!”
ROFF At YOUNG ......................... ...... Cincinnati,
*
••
I should not have cared much had it been that of a French Rev. J. T. WHEAT .................... ....... Marietta,
k. v. rogersl ...!!!!!!!!!!!.!.! ....... Circleville
**
man—ay, or an Irishman even. Suspense, like the celebrat Rev
Rev. E. W. PF.ET
..... Chillicothe.
*
ed sauce in the “ Almanaeh des Gourmands,” would make one ROWLAND CLAPP.!..!..!..—.. .. ...... Cuyahoga Falls,
“
WILLIAM HUNT,...................... ...... Urbana,
manger son pere.
John Hanford,...............
M iddlebury.
And at last the long-wished-for demonstration of a wound SOLOMON SMITH ................... .......
....... Delaware,
was made, by a very pretty stream trickling, like a narrow D. T. FULLER, Esq..................... ! ......... M rion,
WM. SUDDARDS................ ....... Zanesville,
skein of crimson silk, from the tip of my tricolor hero’s chin, Rev.
Rev. DEXTER POTTER,........... . ....... Louisville. Kentucky.
right down upon his plastron. Down fell the rapiers in a trice; WM. M. BLACKFORD................. ....... Freaericksburgh, Va.
off flew the casquettes; up sprang the little doctor, with his JAMES ENTWISI.E.................. ....... Alexandria, D. C.
HAS. WII.J BERGER................ ...... Washington, D. C.
sky-bl ue coat and nankeen pantaloons, from the bench on (GEORGE
W. JEWETT.........
....... Ann Arbour, Michigan T«t.
which he had been dozing for full twenty minutes; forward Rev. JOHN O'BRIEN............
..... Monroe,
,
“
Luca, New-York.
hobbled the old woman with the basin and sponge; backward C. GRISWOLD,........ ...........
S. VOUNO....... !"!!!"!! ....... St.John, New-Brunswick
ran the boy who had attended to pick up the weapons; out CHARLES
ROBERT JONES
...... Crawfordsville, ludiana.

